Metabolism of apolipoprotein B in members of a family with accelerated atherosclerosis: influence of apolipoprotein E-3/E-2 pattern.
Familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCHL) appears to be the most common, simply inherited hyperlipidemia strongly associated with coronary heart disease. In the family examined in this study, two of the siblings who met diagnostic criteria for FCHL had extensive clinical atherosclerosis before age 30, unusually premature for this form of hyperlipidemia. Lipoproteins and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) apolipoprotein (apo) B metabolism were characterized in these siblings in an attempt to gain insight into the cause of the rapid atherosclerosis in the two siblings so affected. LDL apo B production rates were very high in all three siblings (25 to 30 mg/kg/d), consistent with FCHL. beta-Very-low-density lipoprotein-beta (beta-VLDL) was present in the plasma of both siblings with accelerated atherosclerosis. The isoapolipoprotein E pattern in both of these siblings was E-3/E-2. In the third sibling, who was free of premature clinical atherosclerosis and lacked plasma beta-VLDL, the pattern was E-3/E-3. Thus, the heterozygote apo E-3/E-2 pattern may be related to the accumulation of beta-VLDL in persons with a very high apo B production rate. The abnormal accumulation of beta-VLDL may be one of the possible explanations for the rapid, premature atherosclerosis in the two siblings with FCHL in this kindred. Both male members in this kindred also had low levels of high-density lipoproteins, and thus may have had an additional risk of developing atherosclerosis due to this lipoprotein abnormality as well.